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Fireball pathfinder 2e

I need help updating the site! If you can help, send me a message. Your help is highly appreciated! Magic 3 Fire Evocation Cast: Somatic, Verbal Area: 20-Foot Burst Range: 500 Meters Description Howling fire strike appears in the place you designate, dealing 6d6 fire damage. Intensified (+1) Damage increases by 2d6. About contact FAQ Toggle Theme
Privacy Policy issue I'm interested in how wizards feel fighting in 2E and I want to hear from the people who actually played them. Looking through their list of spells they feel... Lame? It's not so much that I feel like they look useless or anything. It's more that they look like Fireball dispensers now. The more battlefield manipulation, control, skin, debuff options
look really weak. (Minus the magic weapon early.) Throwing around damage has never been my jam as a wizard. The fireballs bore me. (By fireball I mean *insert great damage spell here*) Obviously they have their time and place and it's not like I didn't have a fireball locked and loaded every day in 1E, but that wasn't where the party was for me. How do
wizards feel fighting in 2E if you want to focus on things that don't roll copious amounts of dice? Edit: Thanks for all the great feedback to everyone. It's good to hear from people who actually play class. You can find a lot of discussions filled with people who speak in theory about it, but I've had many more trouble finding opinions based on a real gaming
experience. This thread is definitely a success. Page 2 53 comments Last updated: August 24th, 2020 RPGBOT uses a color encoding scheme that has become common among Pathfinder build handbooks. Red: Bad, useless options or options that are extremely situational. Orange: OK options or useful options that apply only in rare circumstances Green:
Good options. Blue: Fantastic options, often essential to your character's function. Introduction They are known as a small, magical animal creature that serves as equal parts of pets and multifunctional tools. With a long list of potential abilities and the ability to replace them daily, your familiarity can be an important and powerful part of your character's tools.
Before proceeding, be sure to read the full rules for celebrities. The precise wording of the feature is important, and the text below is intended to expand and explain the text of the rule and provide guidance on how to extract the greatest value from the known one. That's no substitute for official rules. Your character Like everything in Pathfinder 2e, how
effectively you can use the option largely depends on how you build your character. Key Ability Familiars are available through ancestors, classes, and archetypes, and your known source determines the ability score used to determine your known statistics. When considering the acquisition of the known, remember that how useful they are can greatly affect
this result of ability. However, if all you want is a cool pet that can talk and you may be fine basing your on dumping ability. By default, your key ability for yours is familiar Charisma (similar to innate spelling), so unless the feature states otherwise, yours is known based on charisma. Character Build Familiars are available from several character options, and if
you plan to take advantage of your familiar, it's important to understand which options will work to get the options you want. Celebrities can do and be many things, and depending on what role you see your famous playing different options will vary in efficiency. Remember: You can only have one known at a time, so while many of the class options below are
tempting, they may be difficult to combine. Celebrities also need a full week to replace them if they die, so be careful about protecting them. Druid Leshy Famous: You get a known what a plant is instead of an animal. Usually getting Leshy Familiar costs a class feat that does nothing but change the type of creature, but this feat also gives you a familiar one.
Improved known: 2 more known abilities. Leshy Familiar Secrets: You're gaining an additional familiar ability from a list of three options not available anywhere else. Unfortunately, most of them are bad. Catching the cliffs: The extra reach is great for delivering spells, using items, etc. Purified air: too situational. Verdant Burst: Neat, but if you don't let your
famous die it will never be helpful. If you let the familiar die for healing, you will be familiar until you have a full week of setbacks to replace it. Famous master Famous master has a lot to offer. It doesn't get as many familiar abilities as the Witch and doesn't get all the same feats, but it does have three new options (Familiar Conduit, Familiar Mascot, Mutable
Familiar) that aren't available anywhere else. Famous main dedication: An easy way to add a familiar one to any character. If you already have a known source (such as from a class feature or from Origin Feat), get the effects improved known instead, giving you two additional known abilities. For classes that already give celebrities like Witches and Wizards,
if you don't plan to take another archetype, but really like celebrities, you should take this feat instead of taking Enhanced Familiar directly. Remember that if you gain familiar from this feat it is charisma-based. Improved known: 2 more known abilities. Keep in the dark that the Famous Master gets access to this feat 2 levels later than the Witch or Wizard.
Famous channel: Given that it's much easier for celebrities to get access to flight than player characters, this is a fantastic way to make spells with short ranges or heavy AOEs work better. For example, your familiar one can fly above the fight, firing cones down to target the circular area from above, and the rest are out of reach of the crowd. Surprisingly,
touch spells work well with the familiar channel. While there is a known ability to provide touch it requires that your famous start in the neighborhood of you and deliver the magic the same turn, so you are limited by the speed of your famous. With Familiar Conduit, you can have your famous ride on the shoulders of your allies and deliver touch spells
(including useful) without having to come back to you first. Here, however, the economics of action are difficult. It takes one action to command your famous, then one action to activate the Famous Channel, leaving only one action to cast a spell. Most spells require 2 actions for the cast, so you'll need to get your famous turn position before using Familiar
Conduit, which can be difficult if goals move at all. Famous mascot: If you are heavily invested in your famous, it will have a large number of abilities. Sharing these abilities with your party can provide a number of very useful benefits if you have backup abilities you don't need. It's also a lot of fun to have an animal in a party that everyone's emotionally
attached to. Improved familiar: This can bring you access to a certain familiar wound, and since The Famous Teacher doesn't give extra familiar abilities as you level off, it's more useful than it is for the Witch. Mutable Familiar: Not everyone who uses the familiar will need it. But if you use your known as scout, the ability to change some of its familiar abilities
will allow you to quickly adapt it to most environments. The effusion abilities listed include scrolling speeds, senses and several other things like Amphibius and Resistance to help your famous success almost anywhere. Incredibly familiar: 2 more familiar abilities. Gnome Gnomes were the first ancestry to get the Famous from an Ancestry Feat. Animal
Accomplice: There is no built-in way to advance this, but classes with familiar class exploits like those available to the Famous Teacher and Wizard can advance it. Just remember that this is familiar based on charisma, so you will have to keep an eye on its statistics. Still, if you plan for your familiarity to play a supporting role without much in combat, this is a
good way to get to know each other without spending a class feat. The only difference between an accomplice of animals and a known rat is that an accomplice to animals does not require anything about your famous. This is not a big difference most of the time, but if you want a certain familiar, it is important. Ratfolk Ratfolk get exactly one feat that allows
access to the famous, then nothing else related to the famous. War Familiar: Rats are the perfect base for the known because they are not locked into any specific known abilities. However, there is no built-in way to advance this familiar and you are locked out of specific familairs because the basic shape cannot be changed. Class exploits like those available
to the Famous Teacher and Wizard can advance this familiar, but remember that it is based on charisma, so you will have to keep an eye on its statistics. Still, if you plan to make your famous play a role without much in combat, this is a good way to get to know each other without spending a class feat. Witch Known is the central feature of the Witch, which
serves both as a known witch's equivalent of the Wizard's spelling. By default, witches get to know each other and add additional capability to the 1st, 6th, 12th and 13th. In addition, they get several features that other well-known users can't measure. If the witch is known to die, it returns during their next daily preparation instead of requiring a week's
downtime to replace it. You will also get a powerful phase of familiar focus magic that allows you to give your famous some resistance to harm as a reaction. Wortwitch: Your familiar becomes leshy known, which changes its type from animal to plant, the only effect of which is to change the way your known handles the effects associated with the type of
creature. Improved known: 2 more known abilities. Familar's language: How effective it is largely depends on the basic shape of your creature. If you take this route, I'd probably avoid specific celebrities because they're usually unusual types of creatures like dragons and oozes. If you just want to talk to your famous, choose Speech Familiarity Capability
instead. Improved familiar: It can bring you access to a certain familiar early on, but I would only take this if the specifically known one you want requires more than 6 abilities, and even then it's only appealing if you want to spend your higher-level exploits on something other than Incredible Familiar. Incredibly familiar: 2 more familiar abilities. Familiar eyes:
Up to this level your famous can have as many as 9 abilities, making it powerful and versatile. The ability to permeate the senses and telepathically communicate with her allows you to command her over a long distance, using it to scout, retrieve objects, deliver messages, or any number of other activities without personally compromising yourself. However,
it is partly out of view with the Share Senses Master Ability Wizard The wizard's familiar options are mostly a side note. While you can still do quite a bit with The Wizard known, it is nowhere near as effective as witch or famous Master. Known: You are introduced to two abilities. If you plan to take this feat, think hard about taking the improved known
attunement as your Arcane thesis. Improved familiar customization: You get a famous feat class for free, plus your familiar gets extra ability and adds another to the 6th, 12th and 18th levels for a total of 6 (not counting Enhanced Familiar). Improved known: 2 more known abilities. Your famous base creature Your choice of basic animal is a surprisingly
important part of your family options. If your well-known naturally has the ability from a list of known abilities, that ability is locked in and you can't change that decision. For example: If you select Owl as your famous, one of your known slot abilities must always be spent on flight. Since you get so little known abilities, it is important to avoid being locked into an
ability that you will not use constantly. Flight is often a good option, fortunately, but we are careful with other options. If you're ever insecure, stick to something like a rat or a turtle. Well-known Actions Known has the Minion feature, which means that for them to act, you need to spend the action to command them. When you command your famous, they then
take two actions. In many ways, they function more like a remote-controlled robot than an independent creature. Your GM can relax these limitations beyond the fight, but when the weapon comes out your familiar loses any ability to act alone. Since your familiar is often most useful when they start in your space, it is often useful for your famous to ride on your
shoulder, hang from equipment or sit in a pocket or bag. Your familiar doesn't automatically track you, so your familiar on the ground means that comitting actions every step simply order your familiar to follow you. Well-known skills and perception knowledge always add your level to skill checks and attacks and add your ability modifier (see Key Capability,
above) on acrobatic and stealth skills checks and perception checks. This means that your familiar can be better than you on a significant number of skills, but keep in mind that it is not technically skilled at anything, so it can not take any actions that require expertise. Known attacks Rules for celebrities do not discuss attacks in detail. Celebrities use your
level as their modifier on attack rolls, but it's unclear if or how celebrities can attack. Tiny animals are known (with some exceptions), but even tiny animals have the ability to attack. Several animals have been suggested as possible celebrities, but none of the proposed creatures have statistics in bestiary. Apparently Paizo no longer saw fit to provide stat
blocks for individual rats and housecats. The closest I can find is a Viper, which could be an option if your GM allows it. As GM, I would simply rule that your known lacks any kind of natural attacks until Paizo gives us further clarification on how it works. It is entirely possible that future additions will include ways to make your known attack. Familiar and
masterful abilities During daily preparations every day, you are assigned two (or more with certain feats and class features) slots for the ability to determine the capabilities of your famous. They can be spent on familiar abilities and/or on master skills in any combination you choose. You can choose to customize your familiar on a daily basis to suit your
current needs, or you can settle on some widely useful options and rely solely on them. How many can I get? Currently the witch holds the lead on number of known abilities you can get it. 3 at level 1 Enhanced Familiar (+2) +1 at level 6 Incredibly familiar (+2) +1 at level 12 +1 at level 18 Total: 10 Known abilities Known abilities expand and improve the ability
of your known to act independently. In general, when you plan to rely on your famous acting in combat, these are abilities that you will want to emphasize. For descriptions of known abilities, see the Familiars page on the Nethys Archive. : A persistent and easily accessible Performance bonus is very welcome for the bard. Amphibious: Situation by Design.
When you acquire your familiar, you choose permanently that it has land speed or swimming speed, and unless you're in a water campaign, you've probably chosen land speed. If your campaign dives underwater unexpectedly, you'll want to pick up amphibious for a few days. This also raises the question of whether they need known breathing needs or not,
which is not solved in the text of the rule. Burrower: Burrow speeds are really good for a lot of things like sneaking under walls or past doors or other obstacles. Speed is very limited, but since you probably only use this outside of the fight it will usually not be a problem. Climber: Why would you choose a speed climb when flight is an option at the same price?
Avoiding harm: If you rely on your famous acting in combat, it can help keep you alive. I recommend that the Reflex saves so that it does not die whenever someone throws a fireball or whenever a dragon inhales on it. Darkvision: Darkvision is really good, and that it dramatically improves the ability of your famous to serve as a scout. Fast movement: More
speed is always nice, but it's doubtful you'll have enough slots for ability to make room for it. If your familiar can't do anything particularly meaningful, being able to do it while moving fast isn't helpful. Flyer: Objectively the best type of movement. Focused rejuvenation: Very useful if you rely on your familiar in battle, especially if you don't have cheap healing
options. Independent: Depending on otherwise other abilities of your famous, one action per turn can still be a great benefit. They can use objects or do things on the edges of the fight, not attract attention. This makes commanding your familiar feel less appealing because it only gives them one more action, but you'll probably still have to do it sometimes.
Kinspeech: Situational, and it depends on your known as the usual type of animal that may be less fun. If you plan to use this, I recommend choosing a familiar one that is common where your character lives like a rat or a bird. Laboratory assistant: Potentially fantastic for an Alchemist. You still have to spend the action to command your famous, but your
familiar then gets two actions. He can use it to perform Quick Alchemy, and then he could do his second action to do it again or use any object he just produced. Manual so that your known one can manipulate actions with actions activate items, possibly including those it creates. Manual dexterity: Hands allow your famous to do things like use objects and
open doors. Send your celebrities to feed your allies potions, or use it to spread caltrops or something. Master's Form: Very situational. Cases where this would be useful are very rare and would require a lot of pre-planning. Partner in Crime: Both great for thugs and similar characters. Deception is useful in social situations and Feint, and Thieving is
important for things like disabling traps. Plant shape: Situational. The best use is likely to hide their familiar in a visible place to spy on other creatures. Toxic reservoir: The only reason to use this only through direct application of the poison is portability. You can have your famous ride around on your ally's back and then apply poison in the middle of a fight. It
just doesn't seem worth the price of familiar abilities. Resistance: Unless you expect to often face the chosen type of damage on the day you choose this, it's not worth the familiar ability. The resistance is too small, unless you're going to benefit from it more than once. Smell: Even an imprecise smell allows your familiar to notice and locate invisible and
hidden enemies. Skilled: Your Key Ability Modifier will almost always be +4 or higher, so for casters it's a big boost to your famous skills. Unfortunately, this does not allow your famous to take actions that require knowledge with skill. Speech: If your familiar serves as a boy scout, the ability to speak is key. Your familiar one could spot all sorts of useful things,
but if it is limited to communicating basic emotions with you and possibly gesturing it will often not be able to meaningfully convey everything it has found. One important note: a famous person does not have the results of ability, so it is not at all clear how intelligent your knowledge is. Spellcasting: This can be a great way to get additional spelling uploads
quickly, but remember that the Command only gives your famous 2 actions, so you'll need to limit yourself to giving familiar spells that take 2 actions or less. It also only works if you have a repertoire of spells, so classes like The Witch and the Wizard can't use it. Toolbearer: Situational but potentially useful if you want to use something like Tool Thief in battle.
Touch of telepathy: Speech is usually enough, but it can be useful when silence is key. Difficult: A decent option if you plan to use your familiar in battle. Useful for alchemists who plan to drop bombs and for martial arts characters fighting with two weapons. Master Abilities For Familiar Ability descriptions, see familiars page on Nethys Archive. Master skills
can primarily come to their own capabilities. These are often good options for spellcasters who don't rely much on their familiar procedures, although Lifelink can be an important option for spellcasters who rely on known acts during combat. For descriptions of the main abilities, abilities, Familiars nethys archive page. Cantrip Connection: Cantrips are almost
always good. Spellcasters typically get no more than 4 or 5 cantrips known/prepared, so extra cantrip can expand that pool by 20% or more. Additional reagents: Alchemists depend heavily on infused reagents to make their most powerful objects without burning through precious gold. You can get one batch per alchemist level, plus your intelligence modifier,
so as you get levels you'll have enough reagenet supply. But at low levels, one additional series can be a sign of expansion on your options for the day. Familiar focus: If you rely heavily on Focus Spells, it can be a nice return price. However, it's only one point a day and if you rely on Focus Spells you're probably getting into fights with 3 Focus Points to
throw. This might be useful at low levels before maximising the size of the Focus pool, but otherwise you're probably ok without it. Innate wave: It varies wildly in effectiveness depending on your origin and heritage, so it's hard to rate. Lifelink: Replacing the familiar takes a full week of downtime. In a campaign where time is precious, it's a big commitment. In
addition, if you rely heavily on your familiarity as part of your character's skills, losing a known one can feel like losing an arm. If you just can't bear the loss of your famous, Lifelink is the way to go. Otherwise, skip it and let the familiar die for you. Share Senses: And great for reconnaissance because you don't have to rely on being familiar with its findings.
Spell Battery: More magic slots are always great, although this magic slot is well below your best spells. Delivery of magic: It basically replaces Reach Spell, but it's not without problems. First, it's unclear exactly how the actions work here. I think the intention is to cast your spell, and then carry out the action to command your famous to deliver the spell. It
costs just as much action as Reach Spell, making it a viable replacement for another feat. However, it also leaves your famous neighborhood on target. If the target is an ally, it's probably fine. If the target is the enemy, your known is now in the crowd, and while sharing your AC has only 5 hit points per level. Expect to carry out the action on the next step by
ordering your famous to retreat to safety. Specific Familiars Instead of customizing your known and potentially changing your abilities every day, you can choose to take a specific familiar one. This requires you to have at least the required number of abilities. If you have additional abilities, it's not clear what's going on, but I believe they were simply ignored. In
fact, you trade adaptability for additional capabilities provided by Specific Familiar that you select. Specific celebrities are not strictly better than regular celebrities. They can do some specific, unique things that make them attractive, but you lose a lot versatility that you usually get from the ability to customize the regular known. For a full list of specific
celebrities and their statistics, see the Specific Familiars page in the Nethys Archive. 4 Spellslime The Spellslime's abilities is a strange magic punching bag. Throw him into battle and hope the enemy is stupid enough to spread actions by attacking him. It can't really do anything but move and maybe deliver spells if you have the famous conduit feat, but other
than that it's basically useless. As soon as the enemy realizes it's harmless, they'll stop attacking it and turn their attention to you and your allies. Remember that you need to be able to cast spells using magic slots (without innate spelling) to choose spelling. 6 Capabilities faerie dragon The combination of base abilities is pretty good. I'm not a fan of Touch
Telepathy, but otherwise this is a great one known for being used as a scout. Weapons of breath are applied by Stupefied, which makes goals weak on the effects that target their Will saves (among other penalties), so if you're a spellcaster it's easy to keep track with spells that call on Will saving. 8 Imp capabilities similar to a dragon dragon, imp is a great
basis for use as a scout. Skillful (Deception) probably won't do you much good, but if you want to imp known you might want someone on your behalf to lie. It also adds the ability to make himself invisible (re-strengthening his ability as a scout) and Hell's Temptation. Hell's ordeal is incredible and thematic and conceptual. You gamble with your eternal soul,
risking losing your ability to be raised from the dead, but in exchange you can make an attack or save twice and use a better result, potentially saving your life by doing so. like that.
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